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1. Introduction
Functional gradation denotes 
spatial dimension 
with regard
weight design 
Hence, it provides a resource
2012]. 
Fields of application for functionally graded components can be found for example
industry. 
to absorb the impact
of course the security of t
behaviour of the interior door panel 
desired behaviour it is necessary to assign exactly defined material properties t
door panel. The utilisation of functional gradation (e.g. the hardness) for interior door panels can 
considerably extend the functionality of those
formerly only a support
safety [Petersen et al. 2013].
The production of functionally graded components certainly requires complex thermo
coupled and 
how to design and set
of properties
purpose in section two a planning framework 
process chain w
the continuous 
consolidated. 
as the optimised process parameters for each step of the 
planning objective
real production system
passed on
Therefore
components. 
includes
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Introduction 
Functional gradation denotes 
spatial dimension of a component
with regard to the later 

design constructions
Hence, it provides a resource

Fields of application for functionally graded components can be found for example
industry. For instance 
to absorb the impact
of course the security of t
behaviour of the interior door panel 
desired behaviour it is necessary to assign exactly defined material properties t
door panel. The utilisation of functional gradation (e.g. the hardness) for interior door panels can 
considerably extend the functionality of those
formerly only a support
safety [Petersen et al. 2013].
The production of functionally graded components certainly requires complex thermo
coupled and directly 
how to design and set
of properties. However
purpose in section two a planning framework 
process chain with optimised process param

continuous planning process within the
consolidated. Information like the 
as the optimised process parameters for each step of the 
planning objective and 

production system
ed on to the further 

Therefore, section three
components. The specification technique 
includes all relevant
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Functional gradation denotes a continuous and 

of a component
later intended application

constructions and
Hence, it provides a resource-conserving alternative for modern composite materials [

Fields of application for functionally graded components can be found for example
or instance car interior door panels are usually made of plastic materials that are supposed 

to absorb the impact energy of a lateral crash to a
of course the security of the passengers. Therefore it is never allowed that the 
behaviour of the interior door panel 
desired behaviour it is necessary to assign exactly defined material properties t
door panel. The utilisation of functional gradation (e.g. the hardness) for interior door panels can 
considerably extend the functionality of those
formerly only a supporting and de
safety [Petersen et al. 2013]. 
The production of functionally graded components certainly requires complex thermo

directly connected manufacturing process chains. 
how to design and set-up an isolated manufacturing process 

However the holistic design
purpose in section two a planning framework 

ith optimised process param
planning process within the

Information like the 
as the optimised process parameters for each step of the 

and many more
production system that manufactur

to the further design phases
three describes a production system specification technique for functionally graded 

specification technique 
relevant information 
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continuous and 
of a component. This distribution is 

intended application
and simplifies the recycling by using 
conserving alternative for modern composite materials [

Fields of application for functionally graded components can be found for example
ar interior door panels are usually made of plastic materials that are supposed 

energy of a lateral crash to a
he passengers. Therefore it is never allowed that the 

behaviour of the interior door panel leads to an injury of the car’s passengers. To achieve 
desired behaviour it is necessary to assign exactly defined material properties t
door panel. The utilisation of functional gradation (e.g. the hardness) for interior door panels can 
considerably extend the functionality of those

and decorative function

The production of functionally graded components certainly requires complex thermo
connected manufacturing process chains. 
up an isolated manufacturing process 

holistic design of connected process chains is much more difficult. For that 
purpose in section two a planning framework 

ith optimised process param
planning process within the

Information like the material, the gradation or
as the optimised process parameters for each step of the 

many more. All these i
manufactures the desired component

phases – outside the planning framework
describes a production system specification technique for functionally graded 

specification technique enables
information in a descriptive manner
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manufacturing process planning, 
process chain synthetisation, model-based

continuous and reproducible 
This distribution is essential

intended application. The improved material utilisation 
simplifies the recycling by using 

conserving alternative for modern composite materials [

Fields of application for functionally graded components can be found for example
ar interior door panels are usually made of plastic materials that are supposed 

energy of a lateral crash to a defined extent. The 
he passengers. Therefore it is never allowed that the 

to an injury of the car’s passengers. To achieve 
desired behaviour it is necessary to assign exactly defined material properties t
door panel. The utilisation of functional gradation (e.g. the hardness) for interior door panels can 
considerably extend the functionality of those component

corative function, becomes a

The production of functionally graded components certainly requires complex thermo
connected manufacturing process chains. 
up an isolated manufacturing process 

of connected process chains is much more difficult. For that 
purpose in section two a planning framework that is being developed

ith optimised process parameters for a desired component
planning process within the framework

material, the gradation or
as the optimised process parameters for each step of the 

hese information are very
the desired component

outside the planning framework
describes a production system specification technique for functionally graded 

enables the visualisation
in a descriptive manner

4 

COMPONENTS 

 Graessler 

manufacturing process planning, 
based optimisation, 

reproducible distribution of properties ov
essential for the

improved material utilisation 
simplifies the recycling by using only 

conserving alternative for modern composite materials [

Fields of application for functionally graded components can be found for example
ar interior door panels are usually made of plastic materials that are supposed 

defined extent. The 
he passengers. Therefore it is never allowed that the 

to an injury of the car’s passengers. To achieve 
desired behaviour it is necessary to assign exactly defined material properties t
door panel. The utilisation of functional gradation (e.g. the hardness) for interior door panels can 

components. Then the
becomes an important

The production of functionally graded components certainly requires complex thermo
connected manufacturing process chains. A lot of 
up an isolated manufacturing process step to achieve a well

of connected process chains is much more difficult. For that 
is being developed

desired component
framework numerous

material, the gradation or the reason for auxiliary processes as well 
as the optimised process parameters for each step of the best process chain 

nformation are very important for the 
the desired component. B

outside the planning framework
describes a production system specification technique for functionally graded 

visualisation of the resulting process
in a descriptive manner and offers 

manufacturing process planning, 
ptimisation, 

distribution of properties ov
the customisation of 

improved material utilisation 
only single material components. 

conserving alternative for modern composite materials [

Fields of application for functionally graded components can be found for example
ar interior door panels are usually made of plastic materials that are supposed 

defined extent. The overall objective in this case is 
he passengers. Therefore it is never allowed that the resulting deformation 

to an injury of the car’s passengers. To achieve 
desired behaviour it is necessary to assign exactly defined material properties to loca
door panel. The utilisation of functional gradation (e.g. the hardness) for interior door panels can 

n the interior door panel
n important element of the passive 

The production of functionally graded components certainly requires complex thermo
lot of engineering

to achieve a well
of connected process chains is much more difficult. For that 

is being developed to synthe
desired component will be described

numerous information 
the reason for auxiliary processes as well 

best process chain according to
important for the 
But how can

outside the planning framework? 
describes a production system specification technique for functionally graded 

of the resulting process
offers an interface

distribution of properties over at least one 
customisation of the component

improved material utilisation also enables 
single material components. 

conserving alternative for modern composite materials [Biermann et al. 

Fields of application for functionally graded components can be found for example in the automotive 
ar interior door panels are usually made of plastic materials that are supposed 

overall objective in this case is 
resulting deformation 

to an injury of the car’s passengers. To achieve 
o local regions of the 

door panel. The utilisation of functional gradation (e.g. the hardness) for interior door panels can 
interior door panel, which had 

element of the passive 

The production of functionally graded components certainly requires complex thermo-mechanically 
engineering methods 

to achieve a well-defined distribution 
of connected process chains is much more difficult. For that 

synthesise a manufacturing 
will be described

information are generated and 
the reason for auxiliary processes as well 

according to the specific 
important for the elaboration

can the information

describes a production system specification technique for functionally graded 
of the resulting process chain 

interface for the specified 

er at least one 
component 

enables light 
single material components. 

Biermann et al. 

in the automotive 
ar interior door panels are usually made of plastic materials that are supposed 

overall objective in this case is 
resulting deformation 

to an injury of the car’s passengers. To achieve such a 
l regions of the 

door panel. The utilisation of functional gradation (e.g. the hardness) for interior door panels can 
which had 

element of the passive car 

mechanically 
methods exist on 

defined distribution 
of connected process chains is much more difficult. For that 

a manufacturing 
will be described. During 

are generated and 
the reason for auxiliary processes as well 

the specific 
elaboration of a 

the information be 

describes a production system specification technique for functionally graded 
chain that 

for the specified 
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manufacturing process chain
utilisation of 
contribution and identifies 

2. Computer
Thermo-
by strong 
and the realisable component properties.
planning and optimisation 
components
This framework integrates all 
knowledge
planning process is thereby continuously 
Expert System

Figure 1. Architecture of the 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the planning framework with the required input information and the 
information exchange between the 
model of the 
etc.). Based on this information
to be specified at the inner points of the component 
the Expert System
component, whereby t
chain and
process chain
of the planning process [

2.1 Feature
Functionally graded components are characterised by their geometry and the distribution of properties 
over their volume. 
further planning steps is therefore the 
complex component 
All these
the geometry 

manufacturing process chain
utilisation of the process chain along the f
contribution and identifies 

Computer-aided p
-mechanically coupled and directly connected manufacturing process chains

by strong interdependencies
the realisable component properties.

planning and optimisation 
components [Biermann et al. 2012]
This framework integrates all 
knowledge obtained
planning process is thereby continuously 
Expert System and Modelling an

Figure 1. Architecture of the 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the planning framework with the required input information and the 
information exchange between the 
model of the desired 

Based on this information
to be specified at the inner points of the component 

Expert System synthesises 
component, whereby t
chain and identifies the best process chain for the given planning objective.
process chain is described 
of the planning process [

Feature-based component description
Functionally graded components are characterised by their geometry and the distribution of properties 
over their volume. The
further planning steps is therefore the 
complex component 

these features will be extr
the geometry of the component 

manufacturing process chain to the 
process chain along the f

contribution and identifies the research challenges of the future.

aided planning 
mechanically coupled and directly connected manufacturing process chains

interdependencies between the
the realisable component properties.

planning and optimisation of manu
[Biermann et al. 2012]

This framework integrates all the 
obtained, for example,

planning process is thereby continuously 
Modelling and Process Chain Optimisation

Figure 1. Architecture of the 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the planning framework with the required input information and the 
information exchange between the 

desired component, the intended properties and the additional requirements (the material 
Based on this information, 

to be specified at the inner points of the component 
synthesises a set of 

component, whereby the third module 
identifies the best process chain for the given planning objective.

is described by means of 
of the planning process [Gausemeier et al. 2013

based component description
Functionally graded components are characterised by their geometry and the distribution of properties 

The integration of this distribut
further planning steps is therefore the 
complex component nowadays contains 

will be extracted after
of the component 

the widely-used
process chain along the further design phases. 

research challenges of the future.

lanning framework
mechanically coupled and directly connected manufacturing process chains

between the process steps
the realisable component properties. All t

anufacturing process chains
[Biermann et al. 2012]. Hence, a computer

the required methods, surrogate models 
example, by laboratory experiments along

planning process is thereby continuously supported
d Process Chain Optimisation

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed planning framework (acc.
[Biermann et al. 2013

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the planning framework with the required input information and the 
information exchange between the three modules. The input information 

ponent, the intended properties and the additional requirements (the material 
 the Component Description

to be specified at the inner points of the component 
a set of several alternative manufacturing process chains 

third module optimises the 
identifies the best process chain for the given planning objective.

y means of a production system 
Gausemeier et al. 2013

based component description 
Functionally graded components are characterised by their geometry and the distribution of properties 

integration of this distribut
further planning steps is therefore the purpose

contains a hierarchy 
acted after the 

of the component for a pre-

used Microsoft Visio tool
process chain along the further design phases. 

research challenges of the future.

ramework 
mechanically coupled and directly connected manufacturing process chains

process steps themselves
All these interdependencies

facturing process chains
, a computer-aided planning framework
methods, surrogate models 

by laboratory experiments along
supported by 

d Process Chain Optimisation

planning framework (acc.
Biermann et al. 2013

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the planning framework with the required input information and the 
modules. The input information 

ponent, the intended properties and the additional requirements (the material 
Component Description

to be specified at the inner points of the component model 
several alternative manufacturing process chains 
optimises the process parameters of each manufacturing process 

identifies the best process chain for the given planning objective.
production system 

Gausemeier et al. 2013]. 

 
Functionally graded components are characterised by their geometry and the distribution of properties 

integration of this distribution into the 
purpose of the framework’s 

a hierarchy of geometric features (
 import of the model
-selection of 

Microsoft Visio tool
urther design phases. Section four

research challenges of the future. 

mechanically coupled and directly connected manufacturing process chains
themselves as well as between 

interdependencies 
facturing process chains for the production of functionally graded 

aided planning framework
methods, surrogate models 

by laboratory experiments along
by the three modules 

d Process Chain Optimisation. 

planning framework (acc.
Biermann et al. 2013]) 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the planning framework with the required input information and the 
modules. The input information 

ponent, the intended properties and the additional requirements (the material 
Component Description as the first module 

model (cf. [Biermann et al. 2009
several alternative manufacturing process chains 

process parameters of each manufacturing process 
identifies the best process chain for the given planning objective.

production system specification technique 

Functionally graded components are characterised by their geometry and the distribution of properties 
ion into the CAD model of the component

of the framework’s first module
of geometric features (

the model and 
of reasonable gradients

Microsoft Visio tool. The import function
ection four 

mechanically coupled and directly connected manufacturing process chains
as well as between 

 have to be considered during the 
for the production of functionally graded 

aided planning framework
methods, surrogate models for the processes as w

by laboratory experiments along the planning process
three modules Component Description

planning framework (acc. to [Gausemeier et al. 2010

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the planning framework with the required input information and the 
modules. The input information is provided by the CAD 

ponent, the intended properties and the additional requirements (the material 
first module enables 

Biermann et al. 2009
several alternative manufacturing process chains 

process parameters of each manufacturing process 
identifies the best process chain for the given planning objective. Finally, 

specification technique 

Functionally graded components are characterised by their geometry and the distribution of properties 
CAD model of the component

first module.
of geometric features (like cuboid

and allow the framework
reasonable gradients in accordance to the 

import function allows the 
 then summarises 

mechanically coupled and directly connected manufacturing process chains are characterised 
as well as between the process steps 

considered during the 
for the production of functionally graded 

aided planning framework is being developed. 
for the processes as w

planning process
Component Description

Gausemeier et al. 2010

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the planning framework with the required input information and the 
provided by the CAD 

ponent, the intended properties and the additional requirements (the material 
enables the properties 

Biermann et al. 2009]). Subsequently
several alternative manufacturing process chains to produc

process parameters of each manufacturing process 
Finally, the result

specification technique within the last step 

Functionally graded components are characterised by their geometry and the distribution of properties 
CAD model of the component

. A CAD model 
like cuboids or cylinder

framework to 
in accordance to the 

allows the 
summarises the 

are characterised 
the process steps 

considered during the 
for the production of functionally graded 

is being developed. 
for the processes as well as the 

planning process. This 
Component Description, 

 
Gausemeier et al. 2010], 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the planning framework with the required input information and the 
provided by the CAD 

ponent, the intended properties and the additional requirements (the material 
the properties 
Subsequently 

produce the 
process parameters of each manufacturing process 

the resulting 
e last step 

Functionally graded components are characterised by their geometry and the distribution of properties 
CAD model of the component for the 

model of a 
cylinders). 
to consider 

in accordance to the 
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features.
desired graded property
All these gradients are presented in a so called feature library and simplify
desired grad
expression, which increase the description efficiency
of the library 
based representation

Figure 2

The description process is summarised in 
gradient out of the 
based component description 
A further
to the component description.
For the production system specification technique, the following component characteristics are the 
most important input informa

 Component and production requirements, like the material, the roughness or the dimensional 
accuracy

 Geometry of the component given by the hierarchy of geometric features
 Distribution of graded 

features with the

2.2 Hierarchical process chain synthetisation
The Expert System
process chains for 
description
sequences related to one resource
et al. 2005
produce 
provide any 
process chain 
Core Process Selection
At first, all t
description 
values at characteristic
material and 
µm) con
is illustrated
information for the
The Core Process Selection
Expert System
purpose, all the 
to each product
diagrams consist
ability range for the current product attribute is displayed over

. A pre-selected 
desired graded property
All these gradients are presented in a so called feature library and simplify
desired gradient by letti
expression, which increase the description efficiency
of the library becomes a gradient feature and the application
based representation 

2. Example definition of a pre

The description process is summarised in 
gradient out of the feature library for 
based component description 

urther objective of the module is
to the component description.
For the production system specification technique, the following component characteristics are the 
most important input informa

Component and production requirements, like the material, the roughness or the dimensional 
accuracy 
Geometry of the component given by the hierarchy of geometric features
Distribution of graded 
features with the

Hierarchical process chain synthetisation
Expert System within the framework 

process chains for the production 
description. Whereas 

quences related to one resource
et al. 2005]), we focus 

 the component 
provide any numerical controlled
process chain synthetisation 
Core Process Selection
At first, all the component properties encoded in the enhanced CAD model 
description are translated into discrete component requirements, for example by 
values at characteristic
material and all the other 

contribute to the require
is illustrated by means of a radar chart profile 
information for the Expert System

Core Process Selection
Expert System and results in the core process 
purpose, all the manufacturing process steps available in the knowledge base are structured according 
to each product attribu
diagrams consist of tables in which all 
ability range for the current product attribute is displayed over

selected generic 
desired graded property from the 
All these gradients are presented in a so called feature library and simplify

letting the engineer only define the parameters of the corresponding 
expression, which increase the description efficiency

becomes a gradient feature and the application
 (cf. [Bauer et al. 2011

Example definition of a pre

The description process is summarised in 
feature library for 

based component description can be found in [
objective of the module is

to the component description. 
For the production system specification technique, the following component characteristics are the 
most important input information

Component and production requirements, like the material, the roughness or the dimensional 

Geometry of the component given by the hierarchy of geometric features
Distribution of graded properties over the volume of the component facilitated by the gradient 
features with the application

Hierarchical process chain synthetisation
within the framework 
the production 

Whereas there are a lot
quences related to one resource

focus the complete
the component with its desired 

numerical controlled
synthetisation process

Core Process Selection and the Process Chain Synthetisation
he component properties encoded in the enhanced CAD model 

are translated into discrete component requirements, for example by 
values at characteristic regions of the feature.

other component and production 
to the requirements profile of the component 

by means of a radar chart profile 
Expert System

Core Process Selection (according to [
d results in the core process 

manufacturing process steps available in the knowledge base are structured according 
attribute of the requirement
of tables in which all 

ability range for the current product attribute is displayed over

generic gradient shows thereby a 
he minimum to the maximum 

All these gradients are presented in a so called feature library and simplify
engineer only define the parameters of the corresponding 

expression, which increase the description efficiency
becomes a gradient feature and the application

Bauer et al. 2011]).

Example definition of a pre-selected gradient (
section” (feature 2

The description process is summarised in figur
feature library for a geometric feature

can be found in [
objective of the module is the retrieval of requirements for producing component

For the production system specification technique, the following component characteristics are the 
tion that are provided by the 

Component and production requirements, like the material, the roughness or the dimensional 

Geometry of the component given by the hierarchy of geometric features
properties over the volume of the component facilitated by the gradient 

application-specific

Hierarchical process chain synthetisation
within the framework automatically 
the production of functional

a lot of computer 
quences related to one resource (often milling or

complete manufacturing 
desired properties. However, the 

numerical controlled (NC) code 
process works in a hierarchical 

Process Chain Synthetisation
he component properties encoded in the enhanced CAD model 

are translated into discrete component requirements, for example by 
regions of the feature.
component and production 

ments profile of the component 
by means of a radar chart profile 

Expert System [Biermann et al. 2013
(according to [

d results in the core process 
manufacturing process steps available in the knowledge base are structured according 

te of the requirements
of tables in which all the manufacturing processes are displayed in the rows and their 

ability range for the current product attribute is displayed over

gradient shows thereby a 
minimum to the maximum 

All these gradients are presented in a so called feature library and simplify
engineer only define the parameters of the corresponding 

expression, which increase the description efficiency. After the description, the former generic feature 
becomes a gradient feature and the application

]). 

selected gradient (
section” (feature 2, framed

igure 2 which 
a geometric feature

can be found in [Bauer et al. 2011
the retrieval of requirements for producing component

For the production system specification technique, the following component characteristics are the 
provided by the 

Component and production requirements, like the material, the roughness or the dimensional 

Geometry of the component given by the hierarchy of geometric features
properties over the volume of the component facilitated by the gradient 

specific gradients 

Hierarchical process chain synthetisation 
automatically 

functionally graded components 
computer systems 

often milling or turning operations for the shape creation
manufacturing process chain with all required process steps 

properties. However, the 
code like other systems 

in a hierarchical 
Process Chain Synthetisation

he component properties encoded in the enhanced CAD model 
are translated into discrete component requirements, for example by 

regions of the feature. Besides the distribution of graded properties
component and production requirements (e.g. 

ments profile of the component 
by means of a radar chart profile [Fallböhmer 2000

[Biermann et al. 2013].
(according to [Ashby 2007

d results in the core process for the
manufacturing process steps available in the knowledge base are structured according 

s profile by means of so called selection diagrams
the manufacturing processes are displayed in the rows and their 

ability range for the current product attribute is displayed over

gradient shows thereby a suitable a
minimum to the maximum value and

All these gradients are presented in a so called feature library and simplify
engineer only define the parameters of the corresponding 

After the description, the former generic feature 
becomes a gradient feature and the application-specific 

selected gradient (framed) for the geometric feature “angle 
, framed) 

 shows an example definition of a pre
a geometric feature. A more detailed 

Bauer et al. 2011] or [Biermann et al. 2013].
the retrieval of requirements for producing component

For the production system specification technique, the following component characteristics are the 
provided by the first module

Component and production requirements, like the material, the roughness or the dimensional 

Geometry of the component given by the hierarchy of geometric features
properties over the volume of the component facilitated by the gradient 

synthesises several alternative manu
graded components 
systems for the planning 

turning operations for the shape creation
process chain with all required process steps 

properties. However, the current 
like other systems do (c.f.

in a hierarchical manner and
Process Chain Synthetisation. 

he component properties encoded in the enhanced CAD model 
are translated into discrete component requirements, for example by 

Besides the distribution of graded properties
requirements (e.g. 

ments profile of the component as product attributes 
Fallböhmer 2000].

]. 
Ashby 2007]) marks the first synthetisation 

for the manufactur
manufacturing process steps available in the knowledge base are structured according 

by means of so called selection diagrams
the manufacturing processes are displayed in the rows and their 

ability range for the current product attribute is displayed over the columns

suitable and producible 
and is encoded by a colour scale. 

All these gradients are presented in a so called feature library and simplify the description of the 
engineer only define the parameters of the corresponding 

After the description, the former generic feature 
specific gradient is presented by a voxel

) for the geometric feature “angle 

xample definition of a pre
detailed explanation

or [Biermann et al. 2013].
the retrieval of requirements for producing component

For the production system specification technique, the following component characteristics are the 
module of the framework

Component and production requirements, like the material, the roughness or the dimensional 

Geometry of the component given by the hierarchy of geometric features 
properties over the volume of the component facilitated by the gradient 

synthesises several alternative manu
graded components according to the 

planning of 
turning operations for the shape creation

process chain with all required process steps 
current planning framework does not 

c.f. [Opas and 
manner and is supported by two steps

he component properties encoded in the enhanced CAD model 
are translated into discrete component requirements, for example by obtaining

Besides the distribution of graded properties
requirements (e.g. dimensional accuracy

as product attributes 
. This profile provides

marks the first synthetisation 
manufacturing of the component. 

manufacturing process steps available in the knowledge base are structured according 
by means of so called selection diagrams

the manufacturing processes are displayed in the rows and their 
the columns, while 

nd producible distribution 
is encoded by a colour scale. 

the description of the 
engineer only define the parameters of the corresponding mathematical 

After the description, the former generic feature 
gradient is presented by a voxel

) for the geometric feature “angle 

xample definition of a pre
explanation of the 

or [Biermann et al. 2013]. 
the retrieval of requirements for producing components according 

For the production system specification technique, the following component characteristics are the 
of the framework: 

Component and production requirements, like the material, the roughness or the dimensional 

 
properties over the volume of the component facilitated by the gradient 

synthesises several alternative manu
according to the component's 

of process or operation 
turning operations for the shape creation, e.g. [

process chain with all required process steps 
planning framework does not 

and Mäntylä 1994]
is supported by two steps

he component properties encoded in the enhanced CAD model of the component’s 
obtaining the property 

Besides the distribution of graded properties
dimensional accuracy

as product attributes (cf. figure 3), which 
This profile provides the input 

marks the first synthetisation step
the component. 

manufacturing process steps available in the knowledge base are structured according 
by means of so called selection diagrams

the manufacturing processes are displayed in the rows and their 
while the user

distribution of the 
is encoded by a colour scale. 

the description of the 
mathematical 

After the description, the former generic feature 
gradient is presented by a voxel-

 
) for the geometric feature “angle 

xample definition of a pre-selected 
of the feature-

according 

For the production system specification technique, the following component characteristics are the 

Component and production requirements, like the material, the roughness or the dimensional 

properties over the volume of the component facilitated by the gradient 

synthesises several alternative manufacturing 
component's 

operation 
e.g. [Feng 

process chain with all required process steps to 
planning framework does not 

Mäntylä 1994]). The 
is supported by two steps: the 

of the component’s 
the property 

Besides the distribution of graded properties, the 
dimensional accuracy of +/- 2 

igure 3), which 
the input 

step of the 
the component. For that 

manufacturing process steps available in the knowledge base are structured according 
by means of so called selection diagrams. These 

the manufacturing processes are displayed in the rows and their 
the user-defined 
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range for this attribute is also marked
of the requirement profile 
product requirements in the defined range. 
component requirements by the given manufacturing process in a descriptive way (cf. 
are therefore 
step with the highest fulfilment of the product attributes
selected to be the core process 
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to realise the synthetisation of more complex manufacturing process chains as well as their pairwise 
evaluation. 
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